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Abstract 

The Land use zoning (LUZ) is necessary to control the urban land use. Due to the housing development, the urban 
sprawl took place in fringe areas of Surabaya in which the real sector has rapidly increased in the rural-urban fringe 
between Sidoarjo and Surabaya. It leads the problems of despairing rural housing and decreased production of 
natural resources due to social inequality in the rapid development process. In achieving a sustainable urban form in 
urban fringe, this project is conducted with zoning review in the border area of Sidoarjo and Surabaya. The existing 
zoning does not distinguish between project-based housing development and home owner-based housing 
development. Co-existing Dividing Line (CDL) as a clear line between different types of residential use is suggested 
in order to provide a basis for planners and developers in the construction of project-based housing without 
disturbing the home owner-based housing for a sustainable urban form. 
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1. Introduction 

Every city in Indonesia has a Land Use Zoning (LUZ) plan for its residential. Unfortunately, until now, there is 
no clear boundary zone of land earmarked for different types of residential buildings, such as a group of similarly 
designed houses or apartment buildings. The housing development supports the needs of the community as a 
manifestation of the city’s economic progress, while the existing housing also needs to be maintained in order to 
preserve the characteristics of rural and agricultural lands as a natural resource. Beside, in achieving the co-existing 
of any development, which is in accordance with their respective development patterns, they should consider about a 
clear drawing line. It is necessary to control land use using LUZ. In the regulation of LUZ in the suburbs, a lot of 
rules on parcels are an important part as a tool for local planners to restrict land use in high density or to control 
growth and preserve open space and farmland. As a result, the home owner-based housing and natural resources are 
not optimally preserved. In order to achieve that, it requires a study about a clear boundary about the allocation of 
land for a residential zone. 

The land use plan is a tool of urban planning to control the provision of land and buildings (Mark and Goldberg 

(1986)) and also land use is the key for human activity that drives socio-economic development in rural regions 
(Borges, Fragoso, et al. (2010)). The Government of Indonesia establishes LUZ in less detail on each zone, so that 
planners can plan what kind and type of building should be constructed. The effect of LUZs often occurs in the 
border area between the cities, such as the case in Surabaya and Sidoarjo. The conditions in the field show that the 
home owner-based housing displaced by the project-based housing development. If this condition continues then the 
whole residential area will disappear and the natural aspect will be lost as well.  

Another discussion is about confliction between economic and existing conventional life; Local Government is 
the decision maker to determine a local land use policy on housing provision. Assche and Djanibekov (2012) said that land 
use policy issues continue to integrate economic and environmental land use development, arguing that land use 
planning is used as a tool to find a good integration. On the contrary, the establishment of a special land use zoning 
for the residential were not differentiated for housing development, this resulted in the expansion of project-based 
housing development in the home owner-based housing area. In the home owner-based housing has a lot bigger 
land, because it still need a large yard, and most in the urban fringe area still have large amounts of land for 
agriculture (Haregeweyn, Fikadu, et al. (2012); Amsalu, Stroonijder, et al. (2007)). In the case in Sidoarjo city, most of them have 
a vast land, and they have paddy field and ponds. Price of paddy land and ponds is relatively cheap. The relative 
phenomenon also has been discussed in other studies as follows: land use transformation tend to take profits, the 
developer buys their land for new residential development to increase of private land for new comers (Tse (2001);
Weaver and Lawton (2001); Shahraki, Sauri, et al., (2011)). The developers improve public infrastructure and social services, 
however, without available land use control. 

From the view of social equality between developer and local residents, we suggest that land use zoning is a 
possible tool to keep co-existing of project-based housing development and home owner-based housing in the urban 
fringe area in order to achieve the traditional residential area as a sustainable form in the urban fringe area. In 
Indonesia, competition for land in the region has increased significantly in the 1990s. Land is much cheaper than 
land in the city center, and many industries are built in the suburbs.  

There are many new developments in Northern Sidoarjo because Surabaya’s sprawl. Some discussions about 
urban sprawl; if it continues, then the most of the natural environment will be destroyed. Based on some study of 
land use zoning in urban fringe areas, there are some issues that arise in the environment on urban fringe areas, such 
as land degradation, ecological issues, and financing (Tai-Yang, Xian-Jin, et al, (2011); Saint-Macarya, Keil, et al, (2010); Zhao 

(2010); Lestrelin (2010); Aguilar and Santos (2011)). In this area, the pattern of mixed use urban development makes the 
existing planning should be adjusted to the facilities already built before, so that mixed use city are expected to be 
achieved. Housing developments in this area give effect to the existing housing and environment. The sustainable 
urban form is not achieved because the traditional residential environment is occupied by housing development 
gradually. The sustainable development for traditional housing should be interrelated between economy, society and 
ecology in order to keep developments going well.  

This paper discusses the LUZ, which will be helpful to support project-based housing development, home owner-
based housing, and explain the impacts of LUZ in the urban fringe area. It’s compiled in three sections. First section, 
it presents the facts on housing and its development in Sidoarjo, which have significant implications for the 
provision of housing development. In the second section, it examines urban growth in the border area between the 
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two cities and the changes in housing around that area due to housing development. The last section contains the 
conclusion section, which highlights the role of LUZ between project-based housing development and home owner-
based housing development. 

2. Approach  

This paper is the review for effects of LUZ on housing development in Sidoarjo city. The sampling was taken in 
the border area of Surabaya and Sidoarjo. Data took from the local government documents, housing developers, and 
Tambaksumur village officers. The field data took from the interviews and photos are able to map out the situation 
there. The existing zoning does not distinguish between project-based housing development and home owner-based 
housing, so that should be examined. The steps in this research is to conduct a review of the implementation of LUZ 
in Indonesia and later explored more in the application of land use zoning in border cities of Surabaya and Sidoarjo.  

Understanding both project-based housing development and home owner-based housing condition are important 
in order to understand patterns of Land cover and land use change as well as their social and environmental 
implications at different spatial and temporal scales (Lopez, Boccoa, et al., (2001); Firman and Dharmapatni (1994); Firman 

(2002); Firman (2004)). Land cover were influenced by historical land policies, protected area management as well as 
regional power structures, land use histories, local culture, affordability, the socio-economic conditions and 
community involvement are important in evaluating and understanding land cover change (Muriuki, Seabrook, et al. 

(2011); Sivam (2002)). 
The parcel of home owner-based follows the geographical conditions and the existing road as a reference in its 

construction, while the parcel of project-based housing development created by the planner in accordance with the 
design of housing built. In the mixed-use development, the parcel coordination should occur at LUZ, resulting in 
harmony between the project-based housing development and home owner-based housing. In the allotment of land 
for housing, the traditional residential environment is expected to be used as a basic pattern of the new residential 
environment. Through the traditional residential environment we can create drawing lines for the optimal 
construction of project-based housing development, can determine the shape of the line, and can determine the shape 
of the border areas. The line is the divider between the two types of development called Co-existing Dividing Line 
(CDL). In order to determine the shape of the CDL, the patterns of the original traditional residential environment 
should be known in advance, including the things contained in the border areas such as agricultural land, house 
yards, and roads. Some factors for considering to CDL and differences between the two environments are shown in 
table 1 below.  

Table 1. The factors for CDL in existing housing and housing development 

Factors Home Owner-based  Housing Project-based Housing development 

Housing parcel Natural parcel Designed parcel 

Housing type Design by house owner Designed by planner ( a group of people, 

company, government) 

Road system Follow the topography of land (natural) Designed by planner to provide housing 

demand 

Green open space Natural green space and its a part of living support 

for house owners (agriculture, fish ponds) 

Artificial green space (play ground, park) 

Topography Topography of housing was following the natural 

surface. 

Planner designs topography of housing area. 

Historical form Has historical or sacred venues (grave yard) Does not have 

Public building It provide by local government It provide by developer 

Housing demarcation Natural form such as meadow, fields, paddy land, 

river. 

Artificial form such as fences, wall, gate, 

canal, row of vegetation. 

Some factors contained in the home owner-based housing and project-based housing development needs to be 
defined in advance, because it should be considered when making the CDL. Some aspects of the housing are used to 
the basis for the determination of these factors: 

1. HS= Housing shape (loop, cluster, linear, cul-de-sac) 
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2. HT= Housing type (Luxury, simple, traditional) 

3. HDL= Housing demarcation line (in meters). 

4. EPBS= The existence of public buildings and social facilities (shopping, education, health, work, worship). 

5. PR= The presence of roads (arterials, collectors, local) 

6. UL= Utility lines (water, waste water, rain water disposal, garbage disposal, electrical grid, telephone network). 

7. GOS= Green open space (parks, playgrounds, agriculture, aquaculture) 

8. TP= Topography (rivers, valleys, hills) 

9. HF= Historical form. 

These factors are the basis for the determination of CDL, to what extent is the area that allowed for housing 
development. This paper is noticeable that the CDL is the set of coherent planning between project-based housing 
development and home owner-based housing and it is expected that every planning should pay attention about CDL. 
If the factor has been determined, then it adjusted based on the existing map. Thus factors are considered in housing 
development planning. Any points that allow for development are determined factors of its CDL, thus it can make 
clearly which part are considered for housing development. There are 3 important actors, which contribute on this 
situation, that are government, community, and developer. Zoning is also used as a reference for the development of 
parcels with clear boundaries between project-based housing and home owner-based housing. 

Furthermore, step review conducted are: first, studying LUZ in the border areas in the two cities, observing zone 
intended for housing as well as the surrounding zones designated for industrial development and the CBD; Second, 
the analysis points are the growth and traffic patterns in the border area. This analysis also describes the history of 
the growth of project-based housing developments derived from statistical data; Third, an analysis of the conditions 
at the housing in one of the areas in the border region; Fourth, discuss the impact resulting from project-based 
housing developments in the home owner-based housing area; Fifth, make recommendations for decision-makers, 
planners, and developers for the next development. 

3. Zoning System of Indonesia 

The Indonesian government set the National Spatial Plan (NSP), as well as all city in Indonesia has NSP. NSP is 
further elaborated in City Detail Spatial Plan (CDSP), through Regional Development Planning Agency (it is called 
as BAPPEDA) that establishes land use zoning with two main criteria for the development of the developing zone 
and conservation zone. Specially in residential zone there is no specific zone between the housing development and 
the existing residential area that must be maintained. The situation is different with other countries such as Japan. 
Japan uses 12 (twelve) categories of LUZ provide zoning land use patterns in each type of urban areas. It can be 
generally categorized into residential, commercial and industrial use. Each LUZ have specifications regarding the 
use of the building that can be built in the zone; especially for residential zones are grouped into 7 (seven) categories 
(Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Japan, 2003). This categorization will facilitate planners in planning, thus 
reducing the overlap between home owner-based housing and project-based housing development. 

3.1. Land use zoning in Sidoarjo-Surabaya, Indonesia 

Expansion development of Indonesia cities is happening largely through administrative boundaries. In the case of 
Surabaya-Sidoarjo as a corridor, this phenomenon was happened because fast growth city of Surabaya. The color 
code use yellow for determining the settlement’s area. The zoning for residential land is not distinguished for 
different types of residential buildings, such as project-based housing development built by developer and house 
owner-based houses maintained by residents. There are no clear boundaries between them on the map (Fig. 1). Waru 
sub-district was divided into settlements, industrial, commerce, services, agriculture, and ponds.  
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Fig.1. Industrial and Residential Condition between Surabaya-Sidoarjo area 

3.2. Existing Condition in Tambaksumur Village 

The designations marked on the map are for residential land use, so that housing developments legal to build. 
Tambaksumur village located on the border of the city of Surabaya while the location of housing development is 
administratively located in two cities, it looks the difference between the patterns of the home owner-based housing 
and project-based housing development. In accordance with the case in the Tambaksumur village and Pondok 
Tjandra Indah Housing (PTIH), located in District Waru, Sidoarjo regencies are very fast progressing. This is due to 
its location next to the city of Surabaya, which is directly or indirectly affected by the development of the Surabaya 
city. This situation is giving out a major influence on housing and settlement sector.  Changes in housing in 
Tambaksumur also occurred on the road pattern, due to opening access connecting the two areas. 

4. CDL in Tambaksumur Village 

To determine the CDL in this area carried out several steps. Once we know the boundaries between project-
based housing and home owner-based housing, then the next step is to determine the factors contained in home 
owner-based housing, and then choose the optimization area that could be used as a development boundary of 
project-based housing development, and each home owner-based housing has different factor depending on location.  

Priority factors become important in determining the factors of the decision which will be inserted into the 
CDL (table 2). The factors should adjacent to the border areas between cities. In the case of Tambaksumur village 
there are several factors as follows: 

Table 2. Aspect of CDL in Tambaksumur Village 

No Factors Determination of Tambaksumur CDL 

1 HS Linear Considered 

2 HT Traditional Considered 

3 HDL 3 m Considered 

4 EPBS Being in the middle of the village / not on the 

border. 

Not considered 

5 UL Power lines, rain water drainage, waste disposal, 

telephone network 

Considered

6 PR Collectors road and Local road Considered 
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7 GOS Aquaculture, farm. Considered 

8 TP The river located on the South side, not in border 

areas. 

Not considered 

9 HF Not being in border city Not considered 

The land use map is the most common of the land-based presentation of data. In general, land use is shown in a 
different color. The map illustrates the land use effectively use the concept of land-uses graphic displays, roads, 
public infrastructure, and community facilities. There is a deviation in the planning and implementation, specifically 
on the residential use on the land use map in Indonesia does not distinguish tagging for project-based housing 
development. Because the color coding scheme used is already commonly used in every plan, then it is ignored. 
Developers do not have a guide to distinguish the extent to where they should not do development under land use 
control of local government. 

Fig. 2a. The CDL factors on housing development in Tambaksumur village

Fig. 2b. The CDL factors in every part of existing housing

Therefore, in addition to the notation used color coding scheme for the determination of residential use is also 
required a clear boundary line between housing development and existing housing (Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b). This 
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should be done starting from the survey in the field in the existing mapping which will be translated in the process 
of making land use maps. 

5. Discussions 

As we know that every development is essentially based on economic considerations, similarly, the housing 
development. Economic development in the city of Sidoarjo, and particularly in sub Waru is rapidly increasing by 
the industrial sector, which in turn requires the need for the housing provision. The growth on Tambaksumur village 
and PTIH affected by the Surabaya development, this requires the role of the various parties involved in the 
development of housing on the basis of economic development. Tambaksumur village is strategic for the 
development in the housing sector. This development was also influenced by the urban development and housing in 
the surrounding area.  

Home owner-based housing built by the resident itself will have an impact because of unplanned by professional 
planners, but by owner itself. It led to be uncontrolled in terms of design and building quality. In addition, in a 
formal estate planning does not include planning for home owner-based housing. Various types and styles used to 
build their homes. They adopted the style of a residential building next to their areas. So it can be concluded that the 
construction of houses in Tambaksumur not appear by itself, but caused by project-based housing development next 
to its areas. The project-based housing development and home owner-based housing are influenced by the city 
development. Each effect is shown in the process of building their houses. Kombe and Kreibich (2000) also have an 
opinion on project-based housing development and home owner-based development is “the limited resources 
available to the public sector for land management and service delivery require a reorientation of urban planning 
concepts and measures towards strategic fields of intervention.” 

6. Conclusions

In particular, project-based housing development can be followed by zoning, but there is no clear zoning in 
residential areas. Government does not have clear zoning statutes for residential development; so, developers easily 
create new residential parcels. In this area, there are many village houses with extensive agricultural land.  

CDL on LUZ is effective in achieving co-existing development on border area. All developments should be 
referred, even the project-based housing development itself. It is used as a guide for developer and policy maker to 
develop in regional areas. The concept of residential development which go hand-in-hand with the development of 
rural areas and housing depending on the actor because the actor plays the greatest role in business development of 
settlements. Executors include government, private, joint community, and individuals. The effort of community for 
the procurement of housing is now affected by the residential development of the private sector, fewer lands to build 
houses, high land prices increased highly; this is what causes the deployment of the housing at the present time.

There are several aspects that will keep the harmony between project-based housing development and home 
owner-based housing. To achieve harmony, it takes good coordination between the private sector, public sector, and 
society. Further more, each area has different characteristics, particularly in the area between the two cities. Both of 
these areas should inquiry each other and maintain their form. To achieve that, it is necessary to set clear boundaries 
by CDL in LUZ for residential zones. This CDL will help local governments and developers in planning and 
designing facilities and infrastructure between two cities. When this is accomplished it will achieve sustainable 
urban form in the urban fringe area. 
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